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Colorado Flora: Western Slope
Examines in detail the complete text of the
Rhinoceros Sutra found in the British Library's
Kharosthi scrolls--the oldest Buddhist texts ever
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found.

The Wild Dyer
"Misconceptions continue to shape public perceptions
of American Indians. Deeply ingrained cultural
fictions, what Jentz (history, North Hennepin
Community College) refers to as myths, have had a
lasting hold on popular understanding of Native
Americans. In this readable and engaging overview,
Jentz provides an important corrective, one that not
only catalogs key stories and stereotypes but also
lays a foundation for challenging them. As the title
indicates, Jentz seeks to demystify seven fundamental
ideas about American Indians through critical
histories. Following a helpful introductory discussion,
he devotes a chapter to each myth. Specifically, he
unpacks (1) the noble savage, (2) the ignoble savage,
(3) wilderness and wildness, (4) the vanishing native,
(5) the authentic Indian, (6) the ecological Indian, and
(7) the mystical native. Throughout, Jentz employs
clear language and tangible examples to clarify each
myth and its significance. [T]his work will greatly
benefit nonspecialists, including high school teachers
and students. The volume will be useful as either a
textbook in introductory courses in Native American
studies or as secondary reading. Summing Up: Highly
recommended." —C. R. King, Washington State
University, in Choice

Piecework
A guide to making birch bark baskets tells how to
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harvest bark without harming a tree and offers
techniques and directions for making traditional
Russian-style trays, baskets, bottles, and other
decorative objects.

Hatchet
Good Health
We enjoy being lost--or perhaps found--in wildness
and the grandness of Nature. TreeGirl invites us into
intimate contact with fifty magnificent tree species
from her wild adventures in thirteen countries on four
continents. Using a remote-control timer and a tripod,
she photographs herself and others in sensual
connection with the trees of the world. There has
never been any other book like this. Weaving fine art
photography, natural history, and personal essays on
nature connection, conservation, and the
ecopsychology of the human-tree relationship, this
book is an invitation to cultivate our own intimate
relationship with Nature as a refuge from the
madness of modern civilization. Thoroughly
researched and stunningly illustrated with over 150
color photographs, this interdisciplinary coffee table
book is an inspiration and a resource for any tree
lover.

TreeGirl
A Cree Healer and His Medicine Bundle
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This volume is the result of an international
conference organized by the South Asia Institute at
the University of Texas. Patrick Olivelle has collected
and edited the best papers to emerge from the
conference. Part I of the book looks at what can be
construed from archeological evidence. Part II
concerns itself with the textual evidence for the
period. Taken together, these essays offer an
unprecedented look at Indian culture and society in
this distant epoch.

Birch
Distorted Descent examines a social phenomenon
that has taken off in the twenty-first century:
otherwise white, French descendant settlers in
Canada shifting into a self-defined “Indigenous”
identity. This study is not about individuals who have
been dispossessed by colonial policies, or the multigenerational efforts to reconnect that occur in
response. Rather, it is about white, Frenchdescendant people discovering an Indigenous
ancestor born 300 to 375 years ago through
genealogy and using that ancestor as the sole basis
for an eventual shift into an “Indigenous” identity
today. After setting out the most common
genealogical practices that facilitate race shifting,
Leroux examines two of the most prominent selfidentified “Indigenous” organizations currently
operating in Quebec. Both organizations have their
origins in committed opposition to Indigenous land
and territorial negotiations, and both encourage the
use of suspect genealogical practices. Distorted
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Descent brings to light to how these claims to an
“Indigenous” identity are then used politically to
oppose actual, living Indigenous peoples, exposing
along the way the shifting politics of whiteness, white
settler colonialism, and white supremacy.

Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural
America: Irish Americans-Yupiat index
As the Dead Sea scrolls have changed our
understanding of Judaism and early Christianity, so a
set of twenty-nine scrolls recently acquired by the
British Library promise to provide a window into a
crucial phase of the history of Buddhism in India. The
fragmentary birch bark scrolls, which were found
inside one of a set of inscribed clay pots, are written
in the Gandhari Prakrit language and in Kharosthi
script. Dating from around the beginning of the
Christian era, the scrolls are probably the oldest
Buddhist manuscripts ever discovered. The
manuscripts and pots come from a region known in
ancient times as Gandhara, corresponding to modern
northern Pakistan and eastern Afghanistan. At the
peak of its influence, Gandhara was the capital of a
series of wealthy and powerful dynasties and became
one of the world?s most important centers of
Buddhism and the gateway through which Buddhism
was transmitted from India to China and other parts
of Asia. Gandhara was also a principal point of contact
between India and the Western world. Despite
abundant archeological evidence of Gandhara?s
thriving culture, until now there has been virtually no
documentary evidence of its literary and religious
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canon. This volume introduces a groundbreaking
project to decipher and interpret the Gandhäran texts.
It provides a detailed description of the manuscripts
and a survey of their contents, along with a
preliminary evaluation of their significance. Also
included are representative samples of texts and
translations. This discovery sheds new light on the
regional character of early Indian Buddhist traditions,
the process of the formation of standardized written
canons, and the transmission of Buddhism into central
and east Asia. Ancient Buddhist Scrolls from
Gandhara will appeal to a broad audience with
interests in Buddhism, comparative religion, and
Asian languages. For more information go to the Early
Buddhist Manuscript Project web site at
http://www.ebmp.org/

The Bark Canoes and Skin Boats of North
America
The beauty of Jim Brandenburg's honored photos from
his book Chased by the Light grace the pages of this
handsome engagement calendar.

Chased by the Light
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery
Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocketsized edition perfect for travelers to take along on
their own adventures. This special anniversary edition
includes a new introduction and commentary by
author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by
Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has
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also been nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteenyear-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret
knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by
single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time
since the divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the
pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the
Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a
tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had
given him as a present. At first consumed by despair
and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how
to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish
and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even
finds the courage to start over from scratch when a
tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges
from his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a
greater understanding of himself and his parents.

Exploring Native American Cultures
Through Crafts
Thank you to everyone here on Amazon who helped
make me a Best Selling Author! Best-selling Amazon
author John Yost brings you "How to Make Birch Bark
Baskets." This book has over 30 illustrations and
photographs along with detailed instructions to make
creating your own birchbark basket easy and fun. This
book on birch bark basket making is the first in the
Wilderness Survival Skills Series and is acclaimed as
being one of the best basket making books available
on the Kindle. The pictures are carefully chosen to
show you exactly how to make baskets with white
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birch bark. It's easy to follow along and after making
your first basket, you'll look like you've been making
baskets for years. The book has instructions for two
different kinds of birch bark baskets, a round basket
and a more traditional birch bark basket. "How to
Make Birch Bark Baskets" includes pictures of baskets
and text describing how to harvest birch bark, where
to find sewing material and how to put your basket
together quickly and easily. You will also discover how
to prepare and store materials for making birch bark
baskets later. Every facet of gathering, storing
materials and making two kinds baskets is covered.
Nothing is left out in this comprehensive guide to
making birch bark baskets. The book is written to
encourage your friends and family to join you in the
fun of making a basket. My hope is that you can learn
and share together. Sharing not only the basket you
make, but the bonding experience of doing it
together. Scroll up and grab a copy and discover the
joy of learning how to make a birch bark basket. "How
to Make Birch Bark Baskets" includes: * Instructions
on making TWO different kinds of birch baskets *Tools
Used to Make a Birch Bark Basket * Best Basket
Making Materials * How to Harvest Birch Bark *
Gathering Birch Tree Bark * Collecting Sewing
Material * Finding a Rim for Your Basket * Processing
Materials for Your Birch Bark Basket * Processing the
Roots * Making a Rim for Your Birch Bark Basket *
Birch Bark Basket Pattern * Making a Round Birch
Bark Basket * Shaping the Cylindrical Basket * Making
a Rim for a Cylindrical Basket * Making a Base for a
Cylindrical Basket * More Amazing Projects Using
These Same Techniques I hope you and your family
love this book as much as I enjoyed writing it!! Please
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scroll up and get your copy! I really enjoyed writing
this book for you and I hope you make beautiful
baskets using this book. Get "How to Make Birch Bark
Baskets" at this SPECIAL PRICE only here in the
Amazon Store. *** You will love it - this is
guaranteed.***

The Survival of the Bark Canoe
The Birch Bark Roll of Woodcraft
Study of the philosophy of Swami Vivekananda,
1863-1902, with reference to Christianity and other
religions, chiefly Hinduism.

The Mide Wiwin or "Grand Medicine
Society" of the Ojibwa
Between the Empires
A finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, The Plague of
Doves—the first part of a loose trilogy that includes
the National Book Award-winning The Round House
and LaRose—is a gripping novel about a longunsolved crime in a small North Dakota town and
how, years later, the consequences are still being felt
by the community and a nearby Native American
reservation. Though generations have passed, the
town of Pluto continues to be haunted by the murder
of a farm family. Evelina Harp—part Ojibwe, part
white—is an ambitious young girl whose grandfather,
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a repository of family and tribal history, harbors
knowledge of the violent past. And Judge Antone Bazil
Coutts, who bears witness, understands the weight of
historical injustice better than anyone. Through the
distinct and winning voices of three unforgettable
narrators, the collective stories of two interwoven
communities ultimately come together to reveal a
final wrenching truth. Bestselling author Louise
Erdrich delves into the fraught waters of historical
injustice and the impact of secrets kept too long.

Plaited Basketry with Birch Bark
When Fox tells Mole she must move out of her tunnel
to make way for a new path, Mole finds an ingenious
way to save her home.

Backyard Medicine
In Greenville, New Hampshire, a small town in the
southern part of the state, Henri Vaillancourt makes
birch-bark canoes in the same manner and with the
same tools that the Indians used. The Survival of the
Bark Canoe is the story of this ancient craft and of a
150-mile trip through the Maine woods in those
graceful survivors of a prehistoric technology. It is a
book squarely in the tradition of one written by the
first tourist in these woods, Henry David Thoreau,
whose The Maine Woods recounts similar journeys in
similar vessel. As McPhee describes the expedition he
made with Vaillancourt, he also traces the evolution
of the bark canoe, from its beginnings through the
development of the huge canoes used by the fur
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traders of the Canadian North Woods, where the bark
canoe played the key role in opening up the
wilderness. He discusses as well the differing types of
bark canoes, whose construction varied from tribe to
tribe, according to custom and available materials. In
a style as pure and as effortless as the waters of
Maine and the glide of a canoe, John McPhee has
written one of his most fascinating books, one in
which his talents as a journalist are on brilliant
display.

Cultural Contact and Textual
Interpretation
Birchbark Canoe
With the rise of urban living and the digital age, many
North American healers are recognizing that
traditional medicinal knowledge must be recorded
before being lost with its elders. A Cree Healer and
His Medicine Bundle is a historic document, including
nearly 200 color photos and maps, in that it is the first
in which a native healer has agreed to open his
medicine bundle to share in writing his repertoire of
herbal medicines and where they are found. Providing
information on and photos of medicinal plants and
where to harvest them, anthropologist David E. Young
and botanist Robert D. Rogers chronicle the life,
beliefs, and healing practices of Medicine Man Russell
Willier in his native Alberta, Canada. Despite being
criticized for sharing his knowledge, Willier later found
support in other healers as they began to realize the
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danger that much of their traditional practices could
die out with them. With Young and Rogers, Willier
offers his practices here for future generations. At
once a study and a guide, A Cree Healer and His
Medicine Bundle touches on how indigenous healing
practices can be used to complement mainstream
medicine, improve the treatment of chronic diseases,
and lower the cost of healthcare. The authors discuss
how mining, agriculture, and forestry are threatening
the continued existence of valuable wild medicinal
plants and the role of alternative healers in a modern
health care system. Sure to be of interest to
ethnobotanists, medicine hunters, naturopaths,
complementary and alternative health practitioners,
ethnologists, anthropologists, and academics, this
book will also find an audience with those interested
in indigenous cultures and traditions.

Seven Myths of Native American History
Tells the story of the author's apprenticeship in canoe
building with the Algonquin Indians of western
Quebec, explaining that through learning how to strip
bark, fashion gunwales, and sew long sheets of bark,
one learns to see the wilderness and relate to it in a
different way

Cultural Contact and Fusion
An Updated and Expanded New Edition of Backyard
Medicine! Modern medicine is truly a blessing.
Advances are made with astonishing speed every
day, using both science and technology to make our
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lives longer and healthier. But if the era of modern
medicine began less than two hundred years ago,
how did people treat sickness and poor health before
then? This book holds the answer. Researched and
written by a practicing medical herbalist and natural
healer, and now with even more herbs and medicinal
plants, Backyard Medicine is the basis for a veritable
natural pharmacy that anyone can create. Featuring
more than 120 easily made herbal home remedies
and fully illustrated with nearly three hundred color
photographs, this book offers fascinating insights into
the literary, historic, and global applications of fifty
common wild plants and herbs that can be used in
medicines, including: Comfrey Dandelion Honeysuckle
Yarrow And so much more! Anyone who wants to
improve his or her health in a completely natural way
will find this book to be an absolute must-have for his
or her home—and garden.

Minnesota Landscape Arboretum News
The Conservation of Artifacts Made from
Plant Materials
Complete illustrated guide to building furniture that
will bring to your home a hint of the wealth and
elegance of the classic country cottage and give you
a taste of your own capacity for can-do creativity.

Knight's American Mechanical Dictionary
The pre-1960 history of print culture and libraries, as
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they relate to the First Peoples of Canada, has gone
largely untold. Paper Talk explores the relationship
between the introduction of western print culture to
Aboriginal peoples by missionaries, the development
of libraries in the Indian schools in the nineteenth
century, and the establishment of communityaccessible collections in the twentieth century. While
missionaries and the Department of Indian Affairs
envisioned books and libraries as assimilative and
"civilizing" tools, Edwards shows that some Aboriginal
peoples articulated western ideas of print culture,
literacy, books, and libraries as tools to assist their
own cultural, social, and political aspirations. This text
also serves to illustrate that the contemporary
struggle of Aboriginal peoples in Canada to establish
libraries in communities has a historical basis and that
many of the obstacles faced today are remarkably
similar to those encountered by earlier generations.

333 Easy-to-build Fun Projects for Your
Home
Reproduction of the original: The Mide Wiwin or
"Grand Medicine Society" of the Ojibwa by W.J
Hoffman

Distorted Descent
This teaching guide covers the identification,
deterioration, and conservation of artifacts made from
plant materials. Detailed information on plant
anatomy, morphology, and development, focusing on
information useful to the conservator in identifying
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plant fibers are described, as well as the processing,
construction, and decorative techniques commonly
used in such artifacts. A final chapter provides a
thorough discussion of conservation, preservation,
storage, and restoration methods. This is a valuable
resource to conservators and students alike.

Poachers, Beans & Birch Bark
From Cherokee marble games to Penobscot triangle
toys, these fun, easy crafts and activities introduce
readers to the fascinating, diverse cultures of the
Native American peoples.

Ancient Buddhist Scrolls from Gandhāra
[C]learly a book that every Rocky Mountain botanist
should own." -Arctic and Alpine Research Colorado
Flora: Eastern Slope describes the remarkable flora of
the state, distinctive in its altitudinal range, numerous
microhabitats, and ancient and rare plants. Together
with Colorado Flora: Western Slope, Fourth Edition,
these volumes are designed to educate local
amateurs and professionals in the recognition of
vascular plant species so that they can be better
stewards of our priceless and irreplaceable biological
heritage. These thoroughly revised and updated
editions reflect current taxonomic knowledge. The
authors describe botanical features of this
unparalleled biohistorical region and its mountain
ranges, basins, and plains and discuss plant
geography, giving detailed notes on habitat, ecology,
and range. The keys contain interesting anecdotes
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and introductions for each plant family. Each volume
includes a background of botanical work in the state,
a complete glossary, indices to common and scientific
names, references and suggested readings, and
hundreds of illustrations. The books also contain a
new contribution from Donald R. Farrar and Steve J.
Popovich on moonworts. The fourth editions of
Colorado Flora: Eastern Slope and Colorado Flora:
Western Slope are ideal for both student and scientist
and essential for readers interested in Colorado's
plant life.

Mole's Hill
The bark canoes of the North American Indians,
particularly those of birchbark, were among the most
highly developed manually propelled primitive
watercraft. They could be used to carry heavy loads in
shallow streams but were light enough to be hauled
long distances over land. Built with Stone Age tools
from available materials, their design, size, and
appearance were varied to suit the many
requirements of their users. Upon arrival in North
America, European settlers began using the nativemade craft for traveling through the wilderness. Even
today, canoes are based on these ancient designs.
This fascinating guide combines historical background
with instructions for constructing one. Author Edwin
Tappan Adney, born in 1868, devoted his life to
studying canoes and was practically the sole scholar
in his field. His papers and research have been
assembled by a curator at the Smithsonian Institution,
and illustrated with black-and-white line drawings,
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diagrams, and photos. Included here are
measurements, detailed drawings, construction
methods, and models. The book covers canoes from
Newfoundland to the Pacific Ocean, as well as umiaks
and kayaks from the Arctic.

A Gāndhārī Version of the Rhinoceros
Sūtra
This collective volume contains several articles on
Indonesia.

Making Twig Furniture & Household
Things
Fabrics colored with natural dyes have a beauty and
subtlety all of their own. Onion and avocado skins,
chamomile and birch bark, and nettles and acorns can
produce lovely, ethereal colors and effects. The Wild
Dyer demystifies this ecoconscious art, focusing on
foraging and growing dying materials; repurposing
kitchen trimmings; making and using long-lasting
dyes; and creating stitched projects. Workspace
setup, equipment, and fabric choices and care are all
discussed. Beautiful photographs and easy-to-follow
instructions illustrate how to make fifteen exquisite
household items, from a drawstring bag to a
gardener's smock and a reversible patchwork blanket.
The Wild Dyer is a complete guide for both beginners
and experienced artists seeking to expand their
knowledge of this increasingly popular craft.

Paper Talk
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Abstract Bulletin of the Institute of
Paper Chemistry
How to Make Birch Bark Baskets
Contains information on more than 100 distinct
ethnic, ethnoreligious, or Native American groups in
the United States, from Acadian to Yupiat.

The Game of Silence
The Journal of the Tanjore Sarasvati
Mahal Library
A boat chase.Flying lead in court.Out of control
aircraft.A sting, Ticklish fish.Flaming nostrils. Bears
after dark. A human anchor. Snared bear.
Cantankerous hunters. Obnoxious hunters.Devilment
and chicanery.True stories from the 32 year career of
a Game Warden

Fine Woodworking
Omakayas, a seven-year-old Native American girl of
the Ojibwa tribe, lives through the joys of summer
and the perils of winter on an island in Lake Superior
in 1847.

Southern Review
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Elegant, rich in history, and supremely useful, birches
have played an extraordinary yet largely
unrecognized part in shaping both our natural
environment and the material culture and beliefs of
millions of people around the world. Exploring birches’
many uses, the ancient beliefs and folklore we
associate with them, their abiding portrayal in
literature and art, and their biology, Birch presents a
fascinating overview of the cultural and ecological
significance of these versatile trees. For thousands of
years, birches have given the people of northern
temperate forests and beyond raw materials in the
form of leaves, twigs, branches, bark, wood, and
sap—materials used not simply to survive, but to
flourish and express identity in practical and spiritual
ways. Tough, waterproof, and flexible, birch bark has
been used for everything from basketry and clothing
to housing, transport, musical instruments, and
medicines, and even to communicate and record
sacred beliefs: some of our most ancient Buddhist
texts and other historic documents are written on
birch bark. Birches have not only shaped regional
indigenous cultures—for example, in the form of the
Native American wigwam and the birch bark
canoe—they also continue to be of global economic
importance today. Featuring an arbor of illustrations
and rich analyses, Birch is an enlightening look into
the history and possible future of these beautiful
trees.

The Plague of Doves
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